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Adapting for New Timbres
Kimmy Szeto, whose spare, illuminating
reductions of Schumann’s Second Symphony and the
Prelude and Liebestod from Wagner’s “Tristan und
Isolde” have been featured in concerts by the
Argento Chamber Ensemble, performed a similar
alchemy with the Prelude to Janacek’s opera “From
the House of the Dead.” Salvaged partly from an
abandoned violin concerto, the music was restored
here to its initial function, serving to showcase
vivacious playing from the violinist David Fulmer.
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Michael Brown on piano and Eliot Gattegno on saxophone at the
Moving Sounds Festival.
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The art of arrangement, in which musical works
are retooled for instruments other than those
indicated by their composers, is an old and venerable
undertaking. Before the advent of recording, most
listeners got to know new symphonies and operas
through piano versions played at home. And
poaching works meant for other players has been a
prime source of enrichment for instruments with
undernourished repertories, like the guitar and the
saxophone.
Such appropriations were not the stated focus of
a concert at the Bohemian National Hall on Friday
night, presented by the Austrian Cultural Forum of
New York as part of its third annual Moving Sounds
Festival. (The actual emphasis of this year’s festival,
which ran from Thursday through Sunday, was the
composer-performer.) But they formed an unstated
theme, since three of the four pieces were new
arrangements of established works.
Janacek’s Violin Sonata proved amenable to the
saxophone in an arrangement by Eliot Gattegno,
who performed his new version with the pianist
Michael Brown. Mr. Gattegno’s winsome tone
matched all but the most demure feather-stroke
gestures of Janacek’s original, and his slap-tongued
pops were a resourceful substitute for plucked
strings. Imaginatively reconceived and graciously
performed, the sonata survived its transition intact.
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Mr. Szeto’s arrangement for string quartet, wind
quintet, trumpet and trombone sustained Janacek’s
complex balance of anxiety and fleeting grandeur. It
was abetted by insightful conducting from Michel
Galante and a solid performance by the Moving
Sounds Collaborative, comprising members from the
Argento Chamber Ensemble and the string
ensemble fourbythree.
Mr. Galante’s arrangement of the Adagio from
Mahler’s 10th Symphony, for 21 players, ably
preserved, and in some instances amplified, the
bittersweet caprice and agonizing pangs of its
source. Despite dry acoustics that ruthlessly bared
even the slightest blemish, the ensemble gave a
powerful account, with especially eloquent playing
from the violinist Ken Hamao, the cellist Greg
Hesselink and the French-horn player Alma Marie
Liebrecht.
Jiri Kaderabek’s “Hamoody Jauda,” which
opened the concert, began with Mr. Kaderabek’s
recounting, over his cocktail-piano tinklings, the
story of a wounded Iraqi boy sent to America for
facial reconstruction. Only gradually, as Mr.
Kaderabek’s exaggerated lounge-singer crooning
over a string quartet’s itchy skitters ceded to eerie
sustained chords and electronically distorted sound
bites, did the work show its true colors as a caustic
commentary on mass-media banality and
whitewashed anguish.
This review appeared in print on September 21, 2011, on
page C4 of the New York edition with the headline: Adapting
for New Timbres.
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